The United States has always been thought of as a melting pot—a country made up of immigrants from many countries who left their homelands to find a better life here. Through the years, the government’s views on immigration have changed. Come to learn more about the Immigration Reform bill now being discussed in Washington and how immigration impacts our community. Hear why this issue is important to the growth of Northeast Ohio. Our speakers will help raise awareness on immigration, address your questions and discuss how you can make a difference.

**JOIN US AND HEAR OUR SPEAKERS DISCUSS:**

- *Why is immigration reform needed?*
- *What is the proposed immigration reform legislation and its likely outcome?*
- *Why is immigration important locally?*
- *What role can each of us play?*

**Richard Herman**
*Founder, The Herman Legal Group*
Immigration lawyer, author, and speaker on immigrant-friendly communities.

**David Wolfe Leopold**
*Principal Attorney, David Wolfe Leopold & Associates*
Leads international law practice and is recent past president of the American Immigration Lawyers Association.

**Joy Roller**
*President, Global Cleveland*
A civic/corporate initiative to attract and retain new people to Northeast Ohio.

*This event is free and open to the community.*

RSVP’s requested to **Ellen Petler** at epetler@parksyn.org or (216) 371-2244, ext. 122.

*Sponsored by the Park Social Action Committee.*